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BOOKS & TOYS THAT CELEBRATE DIVERSITY



The Worldwide Buddies team

Children are bursting with curiosity, ready to take in ideas 

and people as they are. At Worldwide Buddies, we are committed 

to nurturing this curiosity. Through our diverse books and toys, 

we want to encourage littles to grow into kind adults that embrace 

the beautiful diversities of our world. Lovingly created, all our products 

are designed to inspire play and introduce children to di�erent realities

 and perspectives, early on. Join our mission. 

Let’s raise accepting, open-minded littles! 

Books & toys 
that celebrate diversity

SPARK CURIOSITY

and capture children’s imagination 

with magical stories & engaging toys.

ENCOURAGE LEARNING

through interactive play.

PROMOTE DIVERSITY & INCLUSION

by introducing children to di�erent cultures, 

people & ways of thinking, early on.

Created with purpose
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The Book of Cultures

A picture book created to take readers on adventures 
near and far, all from the comfort of their home!

SOME AWARDS AND FEATURES

THE BOOK OF CULTURES

30 fictional stories featuring buddies from 
di�erent countries, followed by a snapshot 
on each culture, with fun facts 
and engaging activities.

7th most backed/funded children's book 
on Kickstarter (raised $164,370).

The perfect bedside book to discover 
the world and embrace diversity.
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RRP: $35Pages: 120
Size: 11"x9"x0.6" 
Format: Hardcover

RRP: €32Pages: 120
Size: 28x23x1.5cm
Format: Hardcover
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Around the World Series

A collection inspired from our bestselling picture book,  
“The Book of Cultures”.

COLORING BOOK STICKER BOOKACTIVITY BOOK

SMILES BAGSMILES BAG
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Size: 7.9"x5.9"

60 pages of fun facts, cheeky 
quizzes, special words and 
activities from di�erent 
countries around the planet.

RRP: $14 RRP: $17 RRP: $15

RRP: $22RRP: $12

Size: 9.8"x7.6"

20 coloring activities ready 
to be filled with your ideas 
and brushstrokes.

Size: 7.9"x5.9"

120+ stickers that bring joy 
and wonder from around 
the world.

Size: 15.7"x11.8"

A canvas drawstring bag 
featuring the 30 worldwide buddies.

Size: 7.9"x5.9"

60 lined and blank pages. 

Size: 40x30cm

A canvas drawstring bag 
featuring the 30 worldwide buddies.

RRP: €12 RRP: €12 RRP: €14

RRP: €30RRP: €10

Size: 25x19cm

20 coloring activities ready 
to be filled with your ideas 
and brushstrokes.

Size: 20x15cm

120+ stickers that bring joy 
and wonder from around 
the world.

Size: 20x15cm

60 pages of fun facts, cheeky 
quizes, special words and 
activities from di�erent 
countries around the planet.

Size: 20x15cm

60 lined and blank pages. 



ARABIC/ENGLISH
FLASHCARDS

SPANISH/ENGLISH
FLASHCARDS

Minilingo Bilingual Flashcards 

MANDARIN/ENGLISH
FLASHCARDS

GREEK/ENGLISH
FLASHCARDS

FRENCH/ENGLISH
FLASHCARDS

GERMAN/ENGLISH
FLASHCARDS

SOME AWARDS AND FEATURES

Language learning through play at its finest! 
Versatile and educational, minilingo is a playroom must-have.
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RRP: $14Size: 3.4"x3.4"x1.1"

Each minilingo contains 42 cards 
(21 pairs) and is available in six di�erent 
language combinations.

An engaging spin on the already loved 
games of memory and snap, these 
bilingual flashcards o�er endless hours 
of language learning and fun.

Small and portable. Can be played 
with or without using words.

RRP: €12Size: 7.5x7.5x2cm

Each minilingo contains 42 cards 
(21 pairs) and is available in six di�erent 
language combinations.

An engaging spin on the already loved 
games of memory and snap, these 
bilingual flashcards o�er endless hours 
of language learning and fun.

Small and portable. Can be played 
with or without using words.



What’s the...? Series

WHAT’S THE NUMBER?
NUMBER FLASHCARDS

WHAT’S THE STORY?
STORYTELLING CARDS

Made for open-ended play, our toys inspire outside-the-box 
thinking and encourage littles to embrace diversity.
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RRP: $18

RRP: $22

Size: 4.5"x4.5"x1.6"

1-12 number flashcards featuring 
endangered animals from around 
the world and some cheeky facts!

24 durable, thick and child-friendly cards.

Includes a counting poster.

Each set of cards includes an endangered 
animal from a di�erent part of the world 
and a cheeky fun fact about them.

Specially created to introduce children 
to endangered animals and encourage 
them to care. 

Size:  4.5"x4.5"x1.6" 

60 storytelling cards with places, people, 
objects and phrases from around the world.

In this storyteller’s starter kit, children 
can pick cards, see what and who 
they'll encounter and create stories as they 
explore di�erent cultures of the world. 

Designed to enhance language 
development, encourage critical thinking 
and spark children’s imagination. 

Variations for di�erent levels of literacy 
+ glossary included.

RRP: €16

RRP: €20

Size: 11.5x11.5x4cm 

1-12 number flashcards featuring 
endangered animals from around 
the world and some cheeky facts!

24 durable, thick and child-friendly cards.

Includes a counting poster.

Each set of cards includes an endangered 
animal from a di�erent part of the world 
and a cheeky fun fact about them.

Specially created to introduce children 
to endangered animals and encourage 
them to care. 

Size: 11.5x11.5x4cm 

60 storytelling cards with places, people, 
objects and phrases from around the world.

In this storyteller’s starter kit, children 
can pick cards, see what and who 
they'll encounter and create stories as they 
explore di�erent cultures of the world. 

Designed to enhance language 
development, encourage critical thinking 
and spark children’s imagination. 

Variations for di�erent levels of literacy 
+ glossary included.



Picture Books

A MARVELOUS MEXICAN 
MISUNDERSTANDING

CHINA’S CHILD

Colorful, interactive and filled with magic, 
our stories allow readers to experience the world beyond 

themselves, developing compassion and empathy.

CHINA’S CHILD
A MARVELOUS MEXICAN 

MISUNDERSTANDING
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RRP: $17.99

RRP: $17.99Pages: 46
Size: 11"x9.1"x0.4"
Format: Hardcover

Imaginary friends, a fantastical world
and adventures at every turn await young 
readers, as they follow Mei Ling on her 
quest for a baby brother. The perfect read 
for every little expecting a sibling and an 
endearing introduction to China's culture. 

Pages: 50
Size: 11"x9.1"x0.4" 
Format: Hardcover

Sometimes a cheeky sister is enough 
to create the most marvelous misunderstanding! 
And that's exactly what happens when Adri 
and his family move to Mexico. 
The funnest, funniest introduction to Mexico's 
culture and the Day of the Dead celebration.

RRP: €16

RRP: €16

Pages: 46
Size: 28x23x1cm
Format: Hardcover

Imaginary friends, a fantastical world
and adventures at every turn await young 
readers, as they follow Mei Ling on her 
quest for a baby brother. The perfect read 
for every little expecting a sibling and an 
endearing introduction to China's culture. 

Pages: 50
Size: 28x23x1cm
Format: Hardcover

Sometimes a cheeky sister is enough 
to create the most marvelous misunderstanding! 
And that's exactly what happens when Adri 
and his family move to Mexico. 
The funnest, funniest introduction to Mexico's 
culture and the Day of the Dead celebration.
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Plush Toys

HERMELINDO, AXOLOTL 
PLUSH TOY

Inspired by endangered animals, these soft and cuddly 
plush toys are designed to introduce children 
to conservation and encourage them to care.

SHUI, SPOTTED SEAL  
PLUSH TOY
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RRP: $14

Size: 7.9"x7.9"x2.4"

Meet Hermelindo, the axolotl plushie.

As featured in “A Marvelous Mexican 
Misunderstanding”. 

Contains no small parts, 100% polyester.

Did you know? Axolotls are endangered 
salamanders that live in Mexico 
and have regenerative powers.

RRP: $14

Size: 6.3"x7.9"x6.3"

Meet Shui, the spotted seal plushie.

As featured in “China's Child”.

Contains no small parts, 100% polyester.

Did you know? You can find 
spotted seals in the northern 
Yellow Sea, the western Sea of Japan, 
and Alaska. They're generally quite shy 
and are known for sleeping underwater!

RRP: €12

RRP: €12Size: 16x20x16cm

Meet Shui, the spotted seal plushie.

As featured in "China's Child"

Contains no small parts, 100% polyester.

Did you know? You can find 
spotted seals in the northern 
Yellow Sea, the western Sea of Japan, 
and Alaska. They're generally quite shy 
and are known for sleeping underwater!

Size: 20x20x6cm

Meet Hermelindo, the axolotl plushie.

As featured in "A Marvelous Mexican 
Misunderstanding". 

Contains no small parts, 100% polyester.

Did you know? Axolotls are endangered 
salamanders that live in Mexico 
and have regenerative powers.



Let’s raise 
compassionate, 
accepting littles!
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As seen on



Minilingo Mandarin/English 
Bilingual Flashcards
SKU: MinMan
UPC: 51497070908

Minilingo German/English 
Bilingual Flashcards
SKU: MinGer
UPC: 860007241628

The Coloring Book
SKU: BOCCol
UPC: 860002918495

The Book of Cultures
SKU: BOC
ISBN: 9789925739844

A Marvelous Mexican 
Misunderstanding
SKU: MMM
ISBN: 9789925739837

China’s Child
SKU: ChCh
ISBN: 9789925739820

Smiles Notebook
SKU: SmNot
UPC: 860002918464

Minilingo French/English 
Bilingual Flashcards
SKU: MinFr
UPC: 860007241611

Smiles Drawstring Bag
SKU: SmDr
UPC: 860007241604

Shui, Spotted Seal Plush Toy
SKU: Shu
UPC: 051497070892

Hermelindo, Axolotl Plush Toy
SKU: Axo
UPC: 051497017842

The Activity Book
SKU: BOCAct
UPC: 860002918471

The Sticker Book
SKU: BOCSt
UPC: 860002918488

Product Line Sheet 2022

Minilingo Arabic/English 
Bilingual Flashcards
SKU: MinArab
UPC: 860007241635

Minilingo Greek/English 
Bilingual Flashcards
SKU: MinGreek
UPC: 860002918402

What’s the Story?
Storytelling Cards
SKU: Sto
UPC: 860007241659

Minilingo Spanish/English 
Bilingual Flashcards
SKU: MinSpan
UPC: 51497019266

What’s the Number?
Number Flashcards
SKU: Num
UPC: 860007241642
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RRP: $35
RRP: $17.99

RRP: $17.99

RRP: $14 RRP: $17 RRP: $15 RRP: $12

RRP: $22 RRP: $18 RRP: $14

RRP: $14 RRP: $14 RRP: $14 RRP: $14

RRP: $22RRP: $14RRP: $14

RRP: $14

RRP:  €35
RRP: €16

RRP: €16

RRP:  €12 RRP:  €14 RRP:  €12 RRP:  €10

RRP:  €20 RRP:  €16 RRP:  €12 RRP:  €12

RRP:  €12 RRP:  €12 RRP:  €12 RRP:  €12

RRP:  €20RRP:  €12RRP:  €12



Facebook: @worldwidebuddies 
Instagram: @worldwidebuddies
Tiktok: @worldwidebuddiesshop

www.worldwidebuddies.com
sales@worldwidebuddies.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION


